
Top 5 Proxy Data
The Equilar Top 5 solution offers the most accurate and up-to-date database of SEC–
disclosed executive compensation data.

 ► View summary statistics covering cash and equity awards, performance 
incentives, vesting and metrics

 ► Share access with your consultant through the Shared Subscription Program to 
reduce your data spend

 ► Drill down into the source document with SureSource™ SEC EDGAR Technology

Market leading data solutions to address the most prevalent 
executive compensation benchmarking challenges.

Benchmarking Suite
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Top 25 Survey Data
Top 25 Survey is the most comprehensive executive compensation survey available. 

 ► Access a much larger pool of Russell 3000 NEO and Section 16 officer 
compensation data to appropriately benchmark pay for the entire executive team

 ► Utilize long-term incentive valuation methodology standards dictated by the SEC

Proxy + Top 25 Survey Coverage

TrueView™
Equilar TrueView™ (ETV) seamlessly integrates high quality, verifiable data from Top 5 
proxy data with the industry’s largest executive survey database. ETV yields a superior 
blended result and sets a new standard for executive compensation accuracy  
and insight.

The graph above displays the Equilar database coverage consisting of both proxy and survey data on the top 5 positions.

Companies, boards and 
compensation professionals 
recognize Equilar as the 
industry leader in executive 
and board data. Our board 
and management clients 
demand accurate, consistent 
and timely information. 
Equilar helps us deliver on 
those high expectations 
across its suite of leading tools 
and resources. We’re proud to 
call Equilar our partner.”

- Jim Wolf
Managing Partner

Includes 131 companies with survey executives.



Disclosure Search
Disclosure Search is the most comprehensive solution to accurately examine SEC 
public disclosures. Results populate with direct links to search terms within filing 
documents to quickly identify context and best practices.
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Pay For Perfomance 
Disconnect

To learn more about the 
Incentive Plan Analytics 
Calculator please visit:

www.equilar.com/ipac

Case Study

Watch Video

Incentive Plan Analytics Calculator (IPAC)
Equilar and The Center On Executive Compensation have partnered to develop the 
Incentive Plan Analytics Calculator (IPAC℠). With IPAC℠, users are able to assess 
the robustness of metrics used in their incentive plans compared to the metrics 
used by their peers.

The Equilar Plan Design Suite provides the tools necessary to craft a 
competitive and defendable compensation plan to reward and retain  
top executive talent.

 ► Choose from over 150 financial metrics for determining the statistical 
relationship to Total Shareholder Return over any time horizon

 ► Compare the prevalence of metrics and long-term incentive plan effectiveness 
in your plans to that of a selected peer group 

 ► Access advanced peer groups across the Russell 3000 including Equilar Market 
Peers, ISS Peers and the Equilar 500 index

 ► Use historical performance data to assist in setting incentive plan targets
 ► Test the correlation of financial metrics to Relative Total Shareholder Return 

and other financial metrics

Plan Design Suite
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Peer Group Dashboard
Peer Group Dashboard broadens your company’s comparative scope by providing you 
the ability to add more relevant companies to your peer group. Equilar’s innovative 
dashboard allows you to easily view and evaluate your company’s second degree peers 
(i.e. peers of your peers). Knowledge of second degree peers is vital to governance, as 
they may share commonalities with your current peer group and warrant inclusion.

Total Shareholder Return
Equilar’s TSR Calculator enables your company to accurately measure the performance 
of different companies’ stocks and shares over a period of time. A flexible interface 
allows for 1, 3 and 5-year TSR to any customizable date range.

 ► Enter customized Total Shareholder Return date ranges to match incentive 
plan cycles

 ► Look forward and look back functionality
 ► Easily generate stock performance graphs



Equilar Pay for Performance
 ► Our proprietary Equilar Market Peers algorithm and Pay for Performance 

Profile are the definitive solutions used by major institutional investors for 
measuring alignment and Say on Pay voting and peer group alignment

 ► Be well informed and identify potential shareholder issues with access to our 
ISS Simulator 

 ► Access more than nine alternative pay calculations, including CalPERS’ new 
five-year Realizable Pay Analysis

Preparing to engage with your shareholders? Tell your story with 
industry-leading data and analysis. Our solutions enable your team to 
better prepare and optimize engagement with your top investors.

Proxy Voting & Results
 ► Quickly identify investors who may oppose adjustments to compensation 

practices or vote in favor of a specific proposal type
 ► Analyze how your top investors voted across various proposals in your 

industry and peer group to identify engagement opportunities

Equilar’s investor clients 
represent $20 trillion in 
assets. Access the data, 
tools, and analyses that 
your institutional investors 
are using to better prepare 
your team for annual 
meetings and shareholder 
engagement season.

Shareholder Engagement Suite
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